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Commodity Outlook
Grains & Oilseeds

Global wheat market to have first deficit in six years in 2018/19, as current and forecast balance sheets tighten.

Dairy

Global fundamentals are balanced, but weather risks are increasing and will drive price direction in coming
months.

Beef

The Eastern Young Cattle Indicator has tracked very closely to the five-year (2013-17) average since late May,
indicating some degree of normality

Sheepmeat

The expected seasonal decline in prices will depend on the availability of lambs in the system.

Sugar

Sugar prices to stay rangebound, with falls in Brazilian production offset by the record production in Asia, while
consumption continues to be tempered.

Cotton

The ICE #2 is to remain strong through the coming quarter, as strong consumption and concerns about the US
crop drive the bullish sentiment.

Wool

Seasonal impacts on the volume of wool coming into the market will help to support prices as the market returns
from the July break.

Wine

Volume down, but price up in US for Australian wine exports. Australian wine exports to China continue their
growth, as do Chile’s.

Horticulture

Growing Australian fresh blueberry consumption still reliant on NZ imports.

Fertiliser

A rise in crop prices continues to support demand growth for DAP and, in turn, prices.

FX

As monetary policy in the US tightens and Australian settings remain unchanged, we continue to expect to see
the AUD soften to USc 71 by July 2019.

Oil

Rabobank forecasts prices to move back above USc 80/bbl during Q3, before moving toward USc 75/bbl in the
first half of 2019.

Wet West a Silver Lining in Eastern Dry
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) &
Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) outlook

For the second year in a row, winter crop production in central and northern
NSW and southern QLD will be significantly impacted by dry conditions.
Cropping regions surrounding Dalby, Emerald, Moree, and Dubbo have all had
under 50mm since 1 April. Rainfall has been marginally better through southern
NSW, Victoria, and SA; however, it has been inconsistent. On the opposite side of
the country, WA cropping regions have dramatically improved, following a dry start.
Both ENSO and IOD are neutral, and BOM expects them to remain so until at
least April 2019. Meteorologists are watching major climate drivers with interest, as
some inconsistency is evident across international models. Five of the eight
international models expect El Niño to be reached during spring – POAMA (BOM’s
model) is one of three forecasting neutral conditions. Consequently, BOM’s ENSO
outlook remains on an El Niño watch. Neutrality means neither wetter nor drier
conditions are favoured.
The three-month outlook is for drier-than-average conditions from west to east,
but particularly in the south-east. BOM expects weaker-than-usual westerly winds
to limit the rainfall reaching southern Australia.

What to watch
•

Source: BOM, Rabobank 2018

Warmer-than-average minimum temperatures are forecast
over the next three months. This will lower frost risk and assist
pasture growth for grazers in southern Australia.

Little Relief on the Horizon
Relative root zone soil moisture, Jul 2018

Three-month outlook, Aug-Oct 2018
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Weather Trumps Trade Concerns
The Australian east coast drought has been joined by dryness in other corners of the world – in
particular, a European heatwave – and this has been very supportive of wheat prices this month.
Coupled with reduced expectations in supply from the Black Sea Region – due to both dryer growing
conditions and, ironically, also harvest rain in some areas – global wheat prices found their way to
three-year highs in July. CBOT Wheat finished the month above USc 550/bu, with Black Sea export
values just shy of USD 230/tonne.
Despite nearby upside risk, Rabobank maintains a slightly bearish view on prices into late 2019. Our
revised forecast is for CBOT Wheat to continue to trade near to USc 550/bu in 2018, but weaken a little
into Q2 2019. Similarly, Matif Wheat values should trade towards EUR 200/tonne for the balance of the
year, with some downside risk mid-2019.
AUD softening, dramatic tightening of local grain supplies, and – to a lesser degree – global wheat value
appreciation took the ASX January Wheat Contract 20% higher in July. Still-growing east coast basis
values in the current market have prompted increased west-to-east grain movement of wheat and
barley, so that now all Australian port zones values have found support.
Reports that some half million tonnes of grain have been brought to the east coast already this calendar
year and that now food grade pulses are being enticed into the feed market illustrate the strength of
demand. Livestock values continue to favour feeding of stock – even at elevated grain prices – and to
bring non-grain alternative feeds into the mix, including almond hulls, oranges, and cotton seed.
Late September/early October will be a critical time in the grain market, because many livestock
farmers have feed coverage for two to three months and will be banking on a spring break to deliver
pasture beyond that. The three-month BOM outlook does not favour a signficant spring break for the
east coast – and in that case, livestock producers will need to decide to continue to feed and prompt
grain prices higher, or a significant turn off-of livestock will see demand soften.

Grains &
Oilseeds

What to watch
•

•

Western Australian harvest prospects. Any negative change to the largely favourable season currently
on the cards will reverberate across the Australian market. Current potential sits at some 9m tonnes of
wheat for WA in 2018/19.
Trump tidings have been relegated to second-place interest in the current ‘weather ‘market; however,
the flow on impacts of already-announced measures, including tariffs and US farm support, together
with uncertainty over possible additional announcements, are weighing the near market and into 2019,
especially for global oilseed markets.

Heat in Wheat Market Catching on Globally
Black Sea wheat prices,
Aug 2017-Aug 2018
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The Dry Starts to Bite Production
Australian milk production closed the 2017/18 season with 3.1% growth, reaching
9.3bn litres. This represented an increase of 277m litres. Growth across the dairying regions
was patchy and mostly credited to Northern Victoria, Gippsland, and Tasmania.
However, unfavourable seasonal conditions are starting to bite local production. June
production was down year-on-year, and the outlook for a sustained production recovery in the
2018/19 season is at risk as farmers reduce stocking rates to mitigate rising input costs.
The northern Victoria Resource Manager updated 2018/19 seasonal determinations. There
was very little improvement, and more rain will be needed to increase storage levels in order to
generate lifts in seasonal determinations. However, the latest Bureau of Meteorology seasonal
outlook indicates below-average rainfall across most key dairying regions.
Global commodity prices were generally weaker in July. Trade tensions continue to weigh on
market sentiment, but a number of key import markets have sufficient short inventory cover,
meaning demand is restrained.
Weather risks have escalated, and are starting to impact milk production and feed costs in
key export regions. Dry conditions are impacting feed availability in the European Union.
Meanwhile, Continuing severe drought in the south-west has slowed production in some
areas.

What to watch

Dairy

•

New Zealand spring. Milk production started with a bang (from a very low base) in June, and
favourable seasonal and pasture conditions are supportive of a solid season of growth ahead.
However, the next few weeks are critical.

•

Currency weakens. The Australian dollar has fallen close to a two-year low amid US China
trade woes. Sustained softness in the currency through the selling season will provide a
much-needed boost to export returns.

Weather Risks to Global Supply Climbing
Global dairy prices, Jul 2014-Jul 2018
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Average Is Not Necessarily Normal
The Eastern Young Cattle Indicator has tracked very closely to the five-year (2013-17) average since
late May, indicating some degree of normality. However, given the current seasonal conditions,
younger and replacement cattle continue to trade at a discount in the market. While cow prices
are also closer to the five-year average, trade, medium, and heavy steers have maintained a 20%
premium to the five-year average for the last two months. The drier-than-average forecast is
expected to see this trend continue, with restocker and cow prices trading around the five-year
average, but heavier, finished cattle will see a premium in the market.
Cattle slaughter numbers for June (685,000 head) eased slightly from May but still remain higher
than 2017 volumes with the month of June 4% higher than in 2017. Year to date slaughter
numbers are up 9% on 2017. Females continue to make up a large proportion of the total,
increasing to 54% of the national slaughter number. SA was the only state in Australia to record a
female slaughter percentage below 50% in June.
Beef exports in July (105,157t swt) were 13% higher than July 2017 and bring the total for the year
to date to 640, 891t swt, 13% higher than 2017. Despite the higher cow slaughter generating an
expected higher volume of lean trimmings, year to date (July) shipments to the US – our traditional
lean trimmings market - are only up 1%. Meanwhile exports to China, South Korea and Japan are up
48%, 12%, and 11% respectively. Live cattle exports are up 26% YOY for June with Indonesia up
50%.

What to watch

Beef

•

The US . With the northern hemisphere autumn being the period in which US beef producers
look to offload any unwanted stock, cow slaughter will be one to watch. US cow slaughter
continues to track higher for the year – up 10% for the year-to-date. This pressure is seeing US
import prices for lean trimmings ease. Domestic US lean trimmings, however, are holding
reasonably well, given the increased cow slaughter, suggesting slightly less downside risk for
imported prices.

Prices Tracking on Average, But Some
Downside Risks Appearing in US
US imported and domestic 90s price margin,
Jan 2014-Jul 2018
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Records Are Meant to be Broken
After the record prices last month, lamb prices continued to power through to new highs in July.
The ESTLI almost reached AUD 8/kg cwt in late July and recorded the second-highest eight-week
price rise (AUD 1.79) in 20 years. Slaughter-weight lambs performed even more strongly, with
heavy lambs jumping 36% in eight weeks, to AUD 8.40/kg, while mutton prices dropped, still
showing effects of the drier season. August usually signifies the beginning of the seasonal slide
in prices, and it is difficult to see prices rising much higher than current lofty heights. However,
the expected seasonal decline in prices will depend on the availability of lambs in the system.
While down on May slaughter volumes, sheep (563,000 head) and lamb (1.88m head) slaughter
for June remained above 2017 levels and above the five year average. Nationally sheep slaughter
for the year to date in June is 26% higher than 2017. A rising market in July also saw increased
yardings. In particular Victorian lamb and sheep yardings were up 158% and 137% respectively
compared to July 2017.
Lamb exports (21,636t swt) dipped slightly in July off the back of easing slaughter volumes, but
they still remain 13% higher than July 2017. Year to date exports remain strong, 15% higher then
2017. Exports to the Middle East and China remain strong but volumes to the US have reversed
from being ahead of 2017 volumes to now 9% below July 2017. Mutton exports (10,259t swt) also
dipped slightly in July but remain well ahead for the year to date, up 23% to the month of July.

What to watch

Sheepmeat

•

New-season lambs. New-season lambs coming on to the market are expected to result in the
normal seasonal decline in prices. However, with drier conditions and lower feed availability,
volumes of heavier finished lambs coming on to the market may be delayed and prolong
these high prices.

New Price Records Being Set, Lower Stock
Numbers May Prolong High Prices
Eastern States Trade Lamb Indicator, Jan 2016-Aug
2018
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No Joy for the Sugar Market
The Australian sugar harvest is progressing well, with almost a third of the forecast 33.8m tonnes
of cane already crushed, with a CCS to date of 13.02, up from 12.25 this time in the 2017/18
season. The forecast for the volume of cane has declined since the start of the season, with minor
falls in expected output in the central and south QLD regions, plus a 400,000-tonne reduction in
the Burdekin, to 8.04m tonnes.
Developments in the global market have not been as positive as the crush progresses through
the last month, with the ICE #11 remaining under significant pressure from the shear volume of
sugar currently held worldwide. The global market slipped in late July, back below USc 11/lb,
reaching a fresh multi-year low in Australian dollar terms of AUD 313/tonne.
The dry start to the Brazilian cane crush has seen the 2018/19 season outpace the previous two in
volume and in sugar quality. Sugarcane quality is 131.9kg ATR/tonne of cane, compared with
readings of 125kg in the past two seasons. The cane being funneled to sugar production has
declined significantly, however, and sits well below the range for the last five years, at 36.1%. This
time last season it was at the top end of the range, at 48%.
The decline in sugar production in Brazil, however, continues to have limited impact on the
market, with the availability of Indian and Thai volumes still outweighing the decline. Rabobank
forecasts the ICE #11 to remain rangebound through the next quarter, with some gradual
improvement, albeit remaining below USc 13/lb, on average, through the remainder of 2018.

What to watch

Sugar

•

India. On a number of fronts – firstly, the timing of exports. Currently, policies still favour
storage of surplus sugar; however, with the outlook for the 2018/19 season forecast by the
local sugar association to break more records, this sugar will need to make its way to market
at some point.

Sugar Market Reaches Fresh Low
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High Prices and Blue Skies
The cotton market has continued to perform strongly through July, averaging USc 88/lb and
tipping over USc 90/lb on the last day of the month. Australian physical prices have also remained
elevated, rising above AUD 650 for 2019 in the latter half of July.
Unfortunately, the price is only one side of the equation for Australian cotton growers for the
coming season, with low water availability constraining planting at this early stage. While
substantial spring rainfall would certainly see improvement in the production outlook for the
Australian crop – with plenty of acres ripe for dryland planting in the north of NSW – the current
forecast by the BOM would not suggest that is likely.
The high ICE #2 prices have been supported by continued strong demand globally, and
Rabobank forecasts consumption growth at 4% in the 2018/19 season, in line with USDA
projections. This, on top of the 5% estimate for 2017/18, is a stellar result in the context of the high
price levels throughout 2018.
The supply side of the market is also providing cause for the strong market performance. US crop
conditions have declined through July, with just under half of the crop in Texas recorded in very
poor or poor condition. The current USDA projection is for a US crop of 18.5m bales, with
abandonment at 22%. Rabobank forecasts continued strength in the ICE #2 market through the
next quarter, with the average to remain in the USc 80/lb range – but eyes are squarely on the
weather and what happens to the US crop.

What to watch

Cotton

•

While dry conditions are certainly constraining the supply response to these high cotton
prices in some markets, output increases are expected in Brazil and India in the coming
season. The extent of these supply lifts impacts just how tight the global market gets
through 2018/19.

ICE #2 Cotton Lifts Again
ICE #2, Aug 2017-Aug 2018
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Rabobank forecasts the ICE #2 to average USc 82/lb through the third quarter, before coming under some pressure
late in 2018. Although, with the current weather concerns in the US, there is potential upside to that outlook.

Subdued Start to 2018/19
The Australian wool market softened in the lead-up to the three-week recess that kicked off in midJuly, with clearance rates and prices both falling. The EMI closed into the break at AUc 1,981/kg
clean, down 4% for the month, but still some 30% up on year-ago levels. Bales offered were down
13.5% on the first two sales in 2017/18.
The larger price falls through the month were felt in the broader end of the market, with the
28micron indicator falling 10% through July, to AUc 944/kg clean.
Producers battling worsening drought conditions in NSW have not been buoyed by the Bureau of
Meteorology’s outlook for below-average rainfall through the next three months. The volume of
NSW wool tested in was down just 1% in 2017/18, but falls of 16% to 25% for wool 21-24micron and
lifts of around 10% for wool 17.5-19.5micron are indicative of the impact of drier conditions on the
clip. The official forecast is currently for a 2% decline in wool production nationally in the 2018/19
season, while worsening seasonal conditions could see a sharper fall.
Supply remains a critical component to wool prices holding at these strong levels into the early part
of the 2018/19 season. While pass-in rates in the two sales leading into the recess were a little
alarming – at 15% and 8%, respectively – exports for the season have been strongly up, by 4%.
AWEX released some data in July regarding the volume of mulesed wool declared, showing a lift
from 3% of all wool in Australia in 2008/09, to 12% in 2017/18. Premiums at auction – largely for fine
types –have been lifting too, particularly in the last two seasons.

What to watch

Wool

•

The next release of the Australian Wool Production Forecasting Committee’s production
outlook will be released in August, which will be an important update regarding the supply
outlook, considering the current conditions.

Wool Market Softens Into the Recess
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The Australian benchmark wool indicator softened below AUc 2000/kg clean in the run into the July recess.
Auctions recommence in August, and all eyes will be on the buyer demand.

Dec

US Export Volumes Drop, China
Volumes Lift, and Chile Also Focuses
on China
Australian bulk and bottled wine export volumes to the US dropped for the 12-month period to July
2018, compared to the same period in July 2017. Total case equivalents were down by around 2.2m, or
11% YOY. While the total value correspondingly dropped by around AUD 40m, price per litre lifted
by around 2.5%.
Offsetting this were increased exports to China of around 6.5m case equivalents for the same period.
The significant addition in volume was also supported by an around 10.4% increase in average price
per litre.
This resulted in a AUD 400m total increase in the combined value of bulk and bottled wine exports
to China for the period.
Australia is not the only one increasing export volumes to China. Chile exported around 16% of its wine
to China in 2017 by value, at USD 323m. China became the largest market for Chile wine exports in
2016 by value, replacing the US.
Like Australia, Chilean wine exports to China have grown significantly as tariffs have been reduced
since Chile entered into a FTA with China in 2006.

What to watch
•

Wine

Post-Brexit market access. With the Brexit date set for 29 March 2019, exporters should be
mindful of any potential disruption to entry into the UK afterwards. Intentions to keep
trade freely flowing will remain front-of-mind for the UK. Even so, exporters should
consider strategies to ensure sufficient volumes of product are in-market pre-Brexit to
ensure availability post-Brexit, should any disruptions occur.

Australian Wine Exports: Changes in Key
Markets
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The US remains a key Australian export market; however, increased volume continues to flow to China.

China Bottled

Blueberry Consumption and
Import Growth Continues
Australian domestic production volumes have continued to grow, by almost a third since
2013. Production to 2017 sat at 9,353 tonnes, just under nine times the total volume of
imports, representing a CAGR of 10.3% for the period.
Consumption is still modest, at less than 400 grams per capita (up from less than 300 grams
in 2013).
However, as consumption has grown domestically, domestic production has not kept pace.
Australia continues to import increasing volumes of NZ fresh blueberries.
NZ is the key import supply market for Australia for fresh blueberries, increasing its
exports to Australia by over 1,000 tonnes between 2006 and 2018.
NZ itself exports fresh blueberries to very few other countries in any significant volume, with
more than 93% of its export volume coming to Australia.
Australia has been steadily lifting its own exports; however, these are still modest compared
to domestic consumption, and Australia remains a net importer.

What to watch

Horticulture

•

US almond exports into Vietnam. The volume of US almond exports to Vietnam has
steadily been declining year-on-year since 2016, as direct exports to China have increased
year-on-year. Year-to-date US sales to May for both Vietnam and China are ahead of the
same period in 2017. However, with the current trade dispute and increased policing of
cross-border trade between Vietnam and China, falling US export volumes to Vietnam over
the next quarter, along with direct exports to China, may create opportunities for Australia.

Blueberry Imports from NZ Continue To Grow
Annual fresh blueberry imports from NZ to July, 2006-2018
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Increases in Australian domestic production are not keeping pace with domestic consumption.
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DAP Price Streak Continues
Prices of DAP ex-US Gulf have been on an upward trend since November 2017. The
AUD-adjusted price rose 2% during July, to AUD 584/tonne. Firming demand,
following improved crop prices, is pushing prices higher from the low price
environment experienced in 2016 and 2017. Market commentators have noted that the
USD 12bn government support package has driven some demand, while over the next
month, tighter US supply and prolonged demand will continue the growth in prices.
Urea prices were moderately stable through July, up 1% MOM, with urea ex-Middle
East closing July at AUD 385/tonne. India announced a new tender of an unspecified
amount of urea for loading in September. Price movement over the next two months
will largely depend on Iran's involvement in supplying the tender, after quoting a
significantly lower price than other suppliers. The reduction of lower-priced Iranian
supply in other global markets will act to firm prices.
MOP ex-Vancouver slightly lost ground in July, down 1% MOM, closing at AUD
292/tonne. There has been no news regarding the Chinese potash negation, which sets
benchmark prices for the proceeding 12 months.

What to watch

Fertiliser

•

Spring is the key time for urea applications. Good rainfall in WA has led to strong
demand, although farmers are still using up on-farm supplies left over from
previous seasons. Demand is stable in Vic and SA, where rainfall has been more
variable, while urea consumption will be limited in NSW due to the dry. Rains
through August and September heavily impact demand dynamics.

Global Urea Stable After June Climb
AUD-adjusted global prices, Aug 2015-Aug 2018
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AUD Holds at Low Levels
After its significant slide through June, the AUD bumped along at around USc 74 through July –
and sat at USc 74.23 on 8 August.
As widely expected, the Fed kept the target range for the federal funds rate unchanged at 1.75% to
2.00% in July. But the FOMC upgraded its assessment of economic growth to ‘strong’ from ‘solid’,
reflecting the strong Q2 GDP report (4.1% growth) published in late July.
The committee stated that it expects “that further gradual increases in the target range for the
federal funds rate will be consistent with sustained expansion of economic activity, strong labour
market conditions, and inflation near the committee’s symmetric 2% objective over the medium
term”.
We continue to expect at least one more interest rate hike in the US the next 12 months. But if
the trade conflicts do not escalate and the yield curve does not invert before the end of the year, a
further additional hike becomes a distinct possibility. The Fed itself has three more hikes planned
for 2019, according to its current published ‘dot plot’.
Meanwhile, we remain of the view that the RBA is unlikely to increase the overnight cash rate in
the next 12 months, with the next move still arguably likely to be an interest rate reduction.
As monetary policy in the US tightens and Australian settings remain unchanged, we continue to
expect to see the AUD soften to USc 71 by July 2019.

What to watch

FX

•

The potential for further depreciation in the Chinese CNY. Somewhat unusually, the PBOC
allowed the CNY to drop another 2.5% against the USD in the month to 3 August, with the CNY now
down 8.7% in value against the USD since February – more than the AUD has fallen.

•

Thus, while Australian exporters have become more competitive against those in the US, they have
seen no improvement against Chinese ag producers – with potential to even lose ground in coming
months as the PBOC switches to easing monetary policy in order to support domestic demand.

Australian Dollar Holds Recent Losses
Through July
Australian/US dollar cross rate, Jan 2016-Aug 2018
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Tides Turn on Brent Crude
Brent Crude failed to reach a sixth consecutive month of gains, falling 3.9% MOM, closing July at
USc 74.25/bbl. Supply factors continue to dominate headlines following OPEC’s decision on 22 June
to increase production. Supply grew faster than expected from the world’s top-three oil producers:
the US, Russia, and Saudi Arabia. US production topped 11mb/d, up from 10.5mb/d in April. During
the OPEC agreement, Saudi Arabia produced ~10mb/d, but following the 22 June decision, it is now
producing closer to 11mb/d. Production growth in Russia was largely stagnant from May 2017 to May
2018, but the country has now increased production to 11.2mb/d, up 0.3mb/d since May.
Despite extra production, tensions in the Middle East continue to impact prices. Saudi Arabia
suspended exports on one of its key trade routes after being attacked by Iranian-backed Yemini
rebels. In addition, President Trump’s ‘constructive’ meeting with the president of the European
Commission has put the trade war on hold, adding support to prices. Rabobank forecasts prices to
move back above USc 80/bbl during Q3, before moving toward USc 75/bbl in the first half of 2019.
The first sixth months of 2018 were mixed for the Baltic Dry Index. Freight rates contracted during Q1,
before moving on an upward trend during Q2. The Baltic Dry Index increased 22% MOM during
July, up 325 index points, to 1,747. Traditionally, freight demand is lower during the northern
hemisphere summer, lowering prices. Freight rates have been supported by strong demand on key
iron ore routes. Rabobank maintains its view that freight rates will continue to increase, with dry
bunker fuel trading in a higher range and a limited number of new capacity coming online.

Oil &
Freight

What to watch
•

Iran sanctions. New US sanctions against Iran come into affect in early August. The
market is concerned the effect a fall in supply will have on upward Brent Crude price
movement.

Freight Rates Sail North
Baltic Dry Index, Aug 2015-Aug 2018
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